














Proud Mayor Lets His Entire City Burn To The Ground Just To Make Trump Look
Bad

PORTLAND, OR—In an effort to prevent the reelection of sitting President Donald
Trump, Mayor Ted Wheeler is encouraging citizens to raze their city to the ground.
They hope that by desolating the entire city and reducing it to nothing more than
smoking heaps of ash, that Trump won’t stand a chance in 2020.

“This is a small price to pay, if it means getting literally Hitler out of office,” said
Mayor Ted Wheeler pouring gasoline throughout the city. “Now burn those buildings
down! Burn them all!”



In response to the violence, the president has offered to send support to restore the
peace to the city. Instead of giving Trump the political win he craves, Mayor Wheeler
has come up with a solution of his own. “You can’t restore law and order to a city if
there is no city left!”

Many questioned Mayor Wheeler’s commitment to the cause until he struck a match
and set his own home ablaze. “In the end, this will all be worth it. Homes can be
rebuilt, but a chance at hurting Trump’s poll numbers is priceless!”

So far there have been no signs of these actions negatively affecting Trump’s
re-election chances. Confusingly, some polls even show Trump gaining ground.

14 Mostly Accurate CNN Headlines From The Last 6,000 Years Of Human History
Politics

CNN has been there from the beginning, always running toward the important stories
and absolutely never covering them up. We went through CNN's archives and dug up
these 14 headlines they published while covering some of the most significant events
of human history. They are truly a bastion of truth and honesty in journalism.

2348 BC - Watery But Mostly Peaceful Flood Destroys Earth

1025 BC - David Circumcises 200 Philistines In Mostly Painless Medical Procedure

33 AD - Mostly Peaceful Crowd Demands Jesus Be Crucified

79 AD - Fiery But Mostly Dormant Mount Vesuvius Erupts

1235 AD - Genghis Khan Attacks China In Mostly Pacifist Invasion

1347 AD - Black Death Peacefully Kills Millions, Trump To Blame

1453 AD - Constantinople Liberated By Religion Of Mostly Peace



1937 AD - Hindenburg Has Mostly Pleasant Flight

1945 AD - America Drops Two Mostly Peaceful Nuclear Bombs On Japan

1959 AD - Chinese Citizens Mostly Don't Starve To Death In Great Famine

1986 AD - USSR Reactor At Chernobyl Mostly Not Exploded

1997 AD - McDonald's Unveils Mostly Functional McFlurry Machine

2008 AD - Obama Runs Mostly Scandal-Free Administration

2017 AD - The Last Jedi Mostly Not A Terrible Movie

Great job, CNN!

Facebook Claims Party Celebrating Candace Owens's Suspension Was 'An Honest
Mistake'

MENLO PARK, CA—After pictures emerged of Mark Zuckerberg and other Facebook
executives celebrating the suspension of Candace Owens's account, Facebook
claimed the party was "an honest mistake."

Programmers at the social network say their algorithm "went a little haywire" and
scheduled the party.

"Sometimes our code gets a little aggressive and suspends people and also schedules
a big celebratory bash for getting rid of another conservative voice," said
programmer Lenny Wallace. "It was an innocent error, and we've adjusted the code
to make sure it doesn't happen again."

At the party, Zuckerberg was seen playing "Pin the KKK hood on Candace Owens"
and throwing darts at a board with her face on it. All of these activities were later



confirmed to be "completely unintentional, honest mistakes" the social network
promises to get fixed for next time.

"That rascally algorithm!" Zuckerberg said, laughing robotically.

"It ordered a big cake showing Candace Owens dressed as Hitler, a bunch of
balloons with her face crossed out, and all these party favors with 'BAN CANDACE
OWENS' written across them. Classic. It's really kinda funny if you think about it."

At publishing time, the nation was still holding its breath while waiting for this same
kind of thing to happen to a liberal.

Ami Horowitz - On my way to Louisville to see another beautiful American city burn
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Portland protesters clash with federal officers outside ICE building, unlawful
assembly declared: report

Portland has experienced more than four months of protests since the death of
George Floyd
David Aaro

https://www.foxnews.com/person/a/david-aaro


An unlawful assembly was declared in Portland on Tuesday night
as protesters clashed with federal officers in front of an Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) building in the city.

Between 50 to 100 demonstrators marched from Elizabeth Caruthers Park before
arriving at the building around 10 p.m. An unlawful assembly order was declared
soon after, and those in the area were given two minutes to leave.

Members of the group formed an umbrella wall before they moved closer to the
building and the federal agents located behind the facility's garage doors, reports
said. Some of the protesters reportedly threw objects over the building’s fence.

Around 11 p.m., the group was, again, ordered to leave before federal officers exited
the building and fired less-lethal munitions and flashbangs at the shield wall. At least
one protester appeared to throw an object that landed near the officers. Those at the
scene tweeted that tear gas was used.

The officers drove the protesters backward and they retreated towards the park.
The group later returned to the ICE building around 11:30 p.m.

The protests in Portland, which have often turned violent, have impacted the city for
more than four months since George Floyd died in police custody in Minneapolis on
May 25.

On Monday night, protesters met at Director Park in the city's downtown and
marched for Jonathan Price who was killed by police in Texas last
weekend, Portland's KGW reported.

On Sunday police arrested six people during protests. Dozens of people had
organized at a park near downtown for a march. Authorities say several people
spray-painted a building and people marched to the Justice Center and Portland
Police Bureau Central Precinct.

A Portland police officer scans the crowd while dispersing protesters from in front of
the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detention facility early in the

morning on August 21, 2020 in Portland, Oregon. (Photo by Nathan Howard/Getty
Images)

https://www.foxnews.com/category/us/portland
https://www.foxnews.com/category/us/us-protests
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/protests/protesters-meet-at-caruthers-park/283-b8e11ef1-2782-4345-a0dd-c29522d08315























